The Zook™ table series accommodates the needs of today’s active learning environments. Versatile group and pod tables create a range of configurations that enable students to work independently or collectively. Zook provides a foundation for the modern classroom, where inspired learners can connect, discuss and exchange new ideas.

Learn better together. Zook group tables support four and six person teams with optional power and data management at the table surface to meet technological needs. Choose from a selection of laminate finish options.
The versatile learning space

Zook pod tables transition easily from independent study to collaborative work. Move the tables apart for lectures and exams; bring them together to encourage conversations. The large pod table model is designed to support right, left and forward facing positions, including an optional contoured edge for extra comfort. Available with optional locking casters or ADA compliant models, Zook pod tables provide flexibility in any learning space.

Tables shown in Designer White laminate with Spritz seating.

ZKP007 large pod tables, set of 2
ZKP009 large pod tables, set of 3
ZKP004 as above, with casters
ZKP001 large pod tables, set of 4
Zook responds to the ways students learn today. From traditional lectures to breakout sessions and roundtable discussions, pod tables can be configured to accommodate a range of teaching and learning styles. Pair Zook tables with the wide range of complementary seating options designed by Global for educational environments.
Discover the details

Personalize Zook tables with an array of table top, edge and leg color options. Choose from a selection of thermally fused and high pressure laminate worksurfaces. Available in up to four complementary leg finishes.

Tables shown in Tiger Maple laminate with Sonic seating.
Zook tables are made to last. Manufactured in North America and backed by Global’s Lifetime Warranty, Zook withstands continuous use in active learning environments. The series is Greenguard certified as part of Global’s commitment towards LEED building status and a better environment.
It’s in the details

Pod Table Features

- ADA compliant models available – ZK412532L
- Optional cable tower includes a removable access panel and accommodates common floor monuments
- Optional power and data/USB modules for multiple users
- 2mm edge (both pod and group tables, multiple color choices)
- Optional locking casters

Group Table Features

- Each optional cable tower includes a removable access panel and accommodates common floor monuments
- Optional power and data/USB modules for multiple users
- Factory installed metal inserts for easy metal-to-metal base connection (both pod and group tables)

Leg Finishes

- Black
- ADA compliant models available – ZK412532L wheelchair not included
- Chrome (pod tables only)
- Designer White
- Tungsten

Right-handed position
Forward position
Left-handed position
*For large pod tables only